ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
AGENDA
April 11, 2022
7:00 P.M.

Agenda
1. Call To Order
2. Determination Of A Quorum
3. Determination That Public Notice Requirements Have Been Met
4. Approval Of Agenda
5. Announcements And Reports
5.I. Comments From Charles & Mary R. McDaniel
5.II. First VA Sources - Project Overview, Veronica Daszkilewicz
6. Review Of Minutes
6.I. February 28, 2022 - Supplementary Meeting
Documents:
6A 2022-02-28 ARBMINUTES DRAFT.PDF
6.II. March 14, 2022 - Public Hearing
Documents:
6B 2022-03-14 ARBMINUTES DRAFT.PDF
7. Disclosure Of Ex Parte Communication
8. Disclosure Of Conflicts Of Interest
9. Consent Agenda
9.I. COA FY-0047 - 714 Caroline Street - Sign Installation
Documents:

8. Disclosure Of Conflicts Of Interest
9. Consent Agenda
9.I. COA FY-0047 - 714 Caroline Street - Sign Installation
Documents:
9A COA FY22-0047_ADMINISTRATIVEREVIEW_714 CAROLINE STREET_SIGNED.PDF
9.II. COA FY22-0048 - 1019 Princess Anne Street - Sign Installation
Documents:
9B COA FY22-0048_ADMINISTRATIVEREVIEW_1019 PRINCESS ANNE
STREET-SIGNED.PDF
9.III. COA FY22-0049 - 710 Caroline Street - Sign Installation
Documents:
9C COA FY22-0049_ADMINISTRATIVEREVIEW_710 CAROLINE STREETSIGNED.PDF
10. Public Hearing
10.I. COA FY22-0046 ARB Memo 1107 Princess Anne Street ** Deferred To May 9, 2022
Meeting**
Documents:
10A COA FY22-0046_ARBMEMO_1107 PRINCESS ANNE STREET_04-112022.PDF
10.II. COA 2020-04 - 1005 Sophia Street
Documents:
10B COA 2020-04_ARBMEMO_1005 SOPHIA STREET_04-11-2022.PDF
11. General Public Comment
Public comments may be submitted in one of the following ways: (1) dropping them in the
Community Planning and Building drop box at 601 Caroline Street, (2) U.S. Mail, or (3)
email to planning@fredericksburgva.gov. Comments received before 1:30 p.m. on the day
of the meeting will be read into the record at the meeting. Comments must include your
name and address, including zip code, be limited to 5 minutes or less (read aloud), and
address a topic of ARB business. Public comments will not be accepted on video feeds
during the meeting.

12. Other Business
13. Staff Update
14. Adjournment

Minutes

Architectural Review Board
February 28, 2022
309 Prince Edward Street
Members Present
Karen Irvin (Chair)
Helen P. Ross (Vice Chair)
Laura Galke
James Jarrell IV
D.D. Lecky
Adriana Moss
Kelly Penick

Members Absent

Staff
Kate Schwartz

Chair Irvin called the Architectural Review Board meeting to order at 5:17 p.m.
OPENING REMARKS
Chair Irvin determined that a quorum of 7 members was present and asked if public notice requirements
had been met. Ms. Schwartz confirmed that they had and a copy of the notice was provided to the Board.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
There were no changes to the agenda.
DISCLOSURE OF EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS
None.
DISCLOSURE OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
None.
PRE-APPLICATION SITE VISIT
A. 307, 309, and 311 Prince Edward Street
Property owner Hamilton Palmer was present, along with architect Raymond Herlong. Mr. Palmer
provided an overview of a proposed project to rehabilitate the existing structures at 307 and 311
Prince Edward Street and to construct a new single-family residence at 309 Prince Edward Street. Mr.
Herlong shared information from a window assessment that he had conducted for 311 Prince Edward
Street and the ARB toured this house in order to better understand its overall condition. Preliminary
discussions were held regarding the information that would be needed by the ARB to review a project
application.
ADJOURNMENT
Chair Irvin adjourned the meeting at 5:54 p.m.
_______________________________________
Karen Irvin, Chair
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Minutes

Architectural Review Board
March 14, 2022
Council Chambers
You may view and listen to the Architectural Review Board meeting in its entirety here. The time of
each presentation is in brackets below [00:00:00].
Members Present
Karen Irvin (Chair)
Helen P. Ross (Vice Chair)
Laura Galke
James Jarrell IV
D.D. Lecky
Adriana Moss
Kelly Penick

Members Absent

Staff
Kate Schwartz
Caroline Hieber

Chair Irvin called the Architectural Review Board meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
OPENING REMARKS
Chair Irvin determined that a quorum of 7 members was present and asked if public notice requirements
had been met. Ms. Schwartz confirmed that they had and that a copy of the notice was provided to the
Board.
APPROVAL OF AGENDA [00:01:25]
Ms. Schwartz shared that the applicants for item COA FY22-0046 – 1107 Princess Anne Street asked for
the public hearing to be deferred to the April 11, 2022 meeting. Ms. Galke motioned to approve the
amended agenda. Ms. Moss seconded. The motion carried 7-0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS & REPORTS
Ms. Sabina Weitzman provided a presentation on embodied carbon to the Board. This was an introduction
to the topic of lifecycle costs and embodied energy in existing buildings. Ms. Weitzman urged the Board
to take these concepts into consideration as historic buildings are evaluated.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES [00:15:01]
Chairman Irvin noted an error on the second page of the January 10, 2022 minutes. The Minutes refer to
“Chairman Gerlach” who was not present and was changed to refer to “Chair Irvin”. Ms. Moss motioned
to approve the revised minutes, seconded by Ms. Galke. The motion carried 7-0.
Ms. Galke moved to approve the January 24, 2022 minutes as written. Ms. Moss seconded and the motion
carried 7-0.
Ms. Ross moved to approve the February 14, 2022 minutes as written. Ms. Moss seconded and the motion
carried 7-0.
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DISCLOSURE OF EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS [00:17:34]
None
DISCLOSURE OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST [00:18:15]
Ms. Lecky disclosed a conflict of interest for COA FY22-0043 at 306 Princess Elizabeth Street as she is
currently working with the same architect on another project. She submitted a disclosure form to staff.
CONSENT AGENDA [00:20:37]
A. COA FY-22-0041 – 203 Ford Street – Sign Installation
Ms. Moss motioned to approve the consent agenda as submitted, and Mr. Jarrell seconded. The
motion carried 7-0.
PUBLIC HEARING [00:23:35]
A. COA FY22-0042 – 501 Caroline Street – Adam and Maria Johns request to replace the double leaf
wood entry door with a single wood entry door at this single-family residence.
Adam Johns was present. Mr. Johns noted that in addition to the reasons he submitted in the
application, he was also concerned about safety and argued that the conditions of the door may
increase the likelihood of a successful break-in due to the location of the building. He also addressed
his concerns for the weather and temperature causing further damage and rotting.
A written comment was submitted by the Historic Fredericksburg Foundation, Inc. (HFFI) stating that
they concur with staff recommendation.
Ms. Moss that the guidelines clearly supported the retention of this door style and encouraged the
applicant to consider alternative solutions to the safety concerns. Mr. Jarrell suggested that
addressing the sill issues would be needed first and suggested investigating storm doors or alternative
hardware. All Board members agreed that the door design was historically significant and would need
to be retained although a higher quality replacement could be installed. Chair Irvin recommended
that the applicant consult with his contractor on hardware options or the use of a storm door.
Mr. Jarrell motioned to deny this application because it did not meet the guidelines. Ms. Galke
seconded. The motion carried 7-0.
B. COA FY22-0043 – 306 Princess Elizabeth Street – Kevin and Paula Harkins request to make alterations
to this non-historic residential structure including replacing windows and doors, constructing a
balcony and adding a trim.
Project architect Melissa Colombo was present to represent the application.
One written comment was submitted by HFFI stating that they concur with the staff recommendation.
Ms. Moss had a question about the concrete block shown at the foundation level. Ms. Colombo
confirmed that it was existing. Mr. Jarrell asked Ms. Colombo to confirm several details of the flashing
and trim. Ms. Ross asked about the details of the roof-level deck and Ms. Colombo stated that the
joists would be integrated into the existing floor system.
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Ms. Moss made a motion to approve the application on condition that all composite materials must
have a paintable finish. Ms. Galke seconded. The motion carried 6-0-1 with Ms. Lecky abstaining.
C. COA FY22-0044 – 308 Caroline Street – John and Linda Coker request to construct a three story
elevator addition on the north side of this single family residence.
Project architect Bob Steele was present to represent the application. Mr. Steele said the design was
intended to allow the owners to stay in their house long-term. He noted that the retaining wall is a
unique feature of the property and it allowed them to create a basement entry for the elevator. He
said he had encouraged the owners not to extend the elevator to the roof level and had used an
alternate roof material to help the addition read as a side porch.
One written comment was submitted by HFFI that they concur with the staff recommendation.
Ms. Moss confirmed that the new dormer window would match the style of the dormer on the south
side. Mr. Jarrell inquired about several detailed elements and Mr. Steele confirmed that they would
be using materials consistent with the materials already present on the property. Ms. Penick and Mr.
Steele discussed the height and placement of windows on the addition. Ms. Lecky said she was in
support of a consistent roof material; however, the remainder of the Board said that either material
would be appropriate within the guidelines. Ms. Ross confirmed that the elevator equipment would
be concealed and that the overhead power lines would not impact construction.
Chair Irvin noted that the standing seam metal roof would need to be field crimped and that
information for the lighting would need to be reviewed. Board members agreed that it would be
acceptable for staff to verify the lighting and material specifications during the building permit review.
Ms. Galke motioned to approve the application on condition that the detailed specifications for
windows, trim, paneling, and lighting would be verified by the Historic Resources Planner as consistent
with the existing materials. Ms. Moss seconded and suggested a friendly amendment that the
standing seam metal roof must be field-crimped. Ms. Galke accepted the amended motion and Ms.
Ross seconded. The motion carried 7-0.
D. COA FY22-0045 – 1318 Caroline Street – Mike and Megan Waite request to modify the previously
approved COA for construction of an addition to this single-family residence.
Project architect James McGhee was present to represent the application.
One written comment was submitted by HFFI stating that they concur with the staff recommendation.
Ms. Moss and Mr. Jarrell asked several questions about the roof profiles and drainage on the property.
Mr. McGhee said the system was designed to prevent drainage to the rear of the property and that
water would be directed to a trough that fed the gutters and downspouts.
Ms. Penick noted that there was an inconsistency between the elevations and the site plan view
provided. Mr. McGhee said that they should defer to the elevation drawings. Ms. Lecky, Ms. Galke,
and Ms. Ross said their concerns had been addressed and noted the minimal visibility of the addition.
Chair Irvin stated that the metal roof would need to be field-crimped.
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Ms. Moss motioned to approve the application in accordance with the elevations dated March 4, 2022
on condition that the standing seam metal roof be field-crimped. Ms. Galke seconded. The motion
carried 7-0.
GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT [01:38:02]
None.
OTHER BUSINESS
None.
STAFF UPDATE [01:38:23]
Ms. Schwartz confirmed that the Board will be participating in training through the National Alliance of
Preservation Commissions on April 21 and 22. The 3rd floor of the Executive Plaza, 601 Caroline Street is
reserved for this session and there are still twenty-five spots open.
ADJOURNMENT
Chair Irvin adjourned the meeting at 8:40 p.m.
_______________________________________
Karen Irvin, Chair
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COA #_ FY22-0047

City of Fredericksburg Architectural Review Board
Record of Administrative Review – Signs/Murals
DATE OF APPLICATION:
ADDRESS OF PROJECT:
APPLICANT NAME:
Property Owner

March 23, 2022

GPIN #:

7789-14-8434

FEE PAID ✔

714 Caroline Street

Christopher Allen
✔ Business Owner

Architect/Contractor

Other

PROJECT TYPE:
✔ Sign(s)

Mural(s)

Correction ordered by the Building Code Official

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Complete supporting documentation received?

✔

YES

NO

The applicant proposes to install two signs for a stationary shop at this location. One vinyl door
decal, 16 inches wide by 12 inches tall, will be placed on the entry door. A second
building-mounted sign will project from the wall at the top left of the entry door. The metal
stand-off bracket will be attached to the wood framing, but will not obscure any details of the
storefront. A round sign constructed of aluminum with vinyl graphics, 16 inches in diameter, will
project from the bracket. The sign and bracket will be mounted to provide 8 feet of clearance
between the sidewalk and the bottom of the sign. The total square footage for all signs is 3.1
square feet, well within the allowance for the building.

RECOMMENDED ARB ACTION:

Approval of the certificate of appropriateness for the request as submitted.

April 11, 2022
ARB Meeting Date _____________________

Kate S. Schwartz

Zoning Administrator/Historic Resources Planner

04/06/2022
Date

Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_ FY22-0047
PROPERTY INFORMATION:
Construction Date: c.1839

Architectural Style: Federal

Character-Defining Features: Flemish bond brick construction; slate-clad, side-gabled roofs; 6/6

double-hung wood sash windows with stone sills/lintels; storefront with pilasters and entablature
Contributing to National Register Historic District? Yes
Previous Alterations/ARB Approvals: Signs, lighting, and shutters in 2017; replaced door to alley

passage in 2016
Additional Notes: storefront installed c.1958

APPROVAL CRITERIA
Criteria for evaluating proposed changes are found in City Code § 72-23.1(D)2 and are based on the United States
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The subject application does or does not meet the criteria
as follows:

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

(1) Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a property by
requiring minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and its environment, or by
using a property for its originally intended purposes.

(2) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historical material
or distinctive architectural features should be avoided when possible.

(3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development or that have no historical
basis shall be discouraged.

(4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance
in their own right should be retained and preserved. Restoration of original features may
be permitted when substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.

(5) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which characterize a
building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.

(6) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, wherever
possible. If replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being
replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Where severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features should be substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.
Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_ FY22-0047

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

(7) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Sandblasting and other chemical or physical cleaning methods that cause damage to
historic building materials shall not be undertaken.

(8) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources
affected by or adjacent to any project.

(9) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale,
color, material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.

(10) New additions, alterations, and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken
in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

Applicable Sign Guidelines from Chapter 6 Section A of the Historic District Design Guidelines:
Designs for signage in the Historic District should reflect the pedestrian scale of its historic resources. Signs should
be modest in size and addressed to pedestrians and slower vehicular traffic. Sign size regulations are imposed by the
Unified Development Ordinance (see City Code 72-59), and cannot be modified by the ARB. To maximize
effectiveness, every sign should be an integral, but noticeable, part of its building. In accordance with the need for
free speech, the content of signs is not regulated, but consideration is given to placement, materials, lighting, and
installation methods.

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

1.

Signs must be designed to fit the architecture of the building and must not obstruct
important architectural elements or details.

2.

The number of signs should be compatible with the building and should not cause visual
clutter.

3.

The size of each sign and the total area of signs should match the character of the building
and of the Historic District. Exact sign allowance must be verified with the Planning
Office.

4.

Signs should be located in traditional sign placement areas (cornice, sign-bands, transoms,
display windows, etc.).

5.

Signs should be constructed of traditional materials including wood, metal, glass, raised
individual letters, and painted letters on wood or glass. Newer materials such as high
density urethane, composites, or other synthetic materials may be appropriate for use as
well.

6.

Signs must be professionally designed and executed.

7.

Projecting signs must be mounted to provide at least eight feet of clearance between the
sidewalk and the bottom of the sign, and can project no more than 42 inches from the face
of the building.
Signs must be attached through the mortar joints of masonry buildings and not through the
face of the brick or stone.

8.

Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_ FY22-0047

S

D

NA

S – satisfies
9.

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

Signs should be lit using exterior lights directed on to the face of the sign, rather than
illuminated internally. Internal illumination may be considered on a case-by-case basis
where lighting is directed only through lettering and graphics rather than through the sign’s
background.

10. Animation, flashing or moving lights, and electronic variable message signs are not
permitted.
11. When using LED lights, it is recommended that applicants achieve a warm white tone,
generally 2500-3500K color temperature.

Applicable Mural Guidelines from Chapter 6 Section B of the Historic District Design Guidelines:
While in many ways similar to signs painted on walls, murals should be treated differently. Murals are artistic in
nature, and should not contain information advertising goods or services provided by a business, whether located
within the building on which the mural appears or elsewhere. As such, and with respect to the First Amendment, the
guidelines seek only to guide the media use, their execution, and the means of attachment to the building.
Applications are strongly encouraged to consider designs unique to Fredericksburg. Murals places on existing painted
surfaces do not require ARB review.

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

1.

Murals must be painted on previously-painted surfaces or on removable material
attached to the wall and should not result in irreparable damage to historic materials.

2.

Murals painted on removable material should be installed on framing that allows water
to weep between the material and the wall.

3.

Murals should not obscure or distort the historic features of a building.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION INCLUDED:
✔ Photographs of existing conditions

Context photographs

✔ General site plan and/or site survey
Product/material specifications for proposed replacement/repair
Elevation drawings
✔

Architectural or design detail drawings
Other

Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman
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ROU N D SI G N
MATERIAL

100% Aluminum

COLOR
White

Black

WEIGHT

4lbs / 2kg

MOUNTING SURFACE

Drywall, Brick, Concrete, Wood

MAGNETIC

No

ENVIRONMENT

Suitable For Outdoor Use

COMPONENTS

1 X Round Sign
1 X Instructions
4 X Wood/Drywall Screws
4 X Concrete Screws

DIMENSIONS

Length From Wall: 21.5” / 545mm
Sign Face Diameter: 16” / 400mm
Mounting Plate: 9.80” / 250mm H x 2.6” / 65mm W x 0.4” / 10mm D

545 / 21.5Ó

Fig. 1 - Round Sign End
Fig. 2 - Round Sign Plate
65 / 2.6Ó

65 / 2.6Ó

400 / 16Ó

250 / 9.8Ó

Fig.3 - Round Sign Side

10 / 0.4Ó

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

DIMENSIONS IN MM/INCHES

COA #_ FY22-0048

City of Fredericksburg Architectural Review Board
Record of Administrative Review – Signs/Murals
DATE OF APPLICATION:
ADDRESS OF PROJECT:
APPLICANT NAME:
✔

March 29, 2022

GPIN #:

7789-15-1520

FEE PAID ✔

1019 Princess Anne Street/1016 Caroline Street

Dennis Sacrey, Fredericksburg Baptist Church

Property Owner

Business Owner

Architect/Contractor

Other

PROJECT TYPE:
✔ Sign(s)

Mural(s)

Correction ordered by the Building Code Official

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Complete supporting documentation received?

✔

YES

NO

The applicant proposes to replace four building-mounted signs adjacent to the Caroline Street
entrance for the Fredericksburg Baptist Church. The signs have been in place for many years,
but were never previously approved or documented through a sign permit. Two square signs, 2
feet wide by 2 feet tall are located to either side of the large central entry. Two wider signs, 6 feet
wide by 2 feet tall are mounted to the walls near each end of the facade. The existing signs are
constructed of painted wood. The applicant proposes to replace all four signs with new DiBond
laminate signs with vinyl graphics. The new signs will be attached to the wall in the same location
as the existing signs and will be attached using bolts in the existing mounts. The signs account
for 32 square feet, which is within the allowance of 99 square feet for this facade. The signs
should be approved as submitted.

RECOMMENDED ARB ACTION:

Approval of the certificate of appropriateness for the request as submitted.

April 11, 2022
ARB Meeting Date _____________________

Kate S. Schwartz

Zoning Administrator/Historic Resources Planner

04/06/2022
Date

Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_ FY22-0048
PROPERTY INFORMATION:
Construction Date: 1937

Architectural Style: Art Deco

Character-Defining Features: stucco facade; ornamented, stepped parapet; flat, projecting canopy;

projecting central block (former sign location); tall narrow windows
Contributing to National Register Historic District? Yes
Previous Alterations/ARB Approvals: replacement of entrance canopy/marquee in 1989; replacement

of doors and windows in 1989
Additional Notes: Property details are specific to the Caroline Street structure, which has been

occupied by the church since 1988
APPROVAL CRITERIA
Criteria for evaluating proposed changes are found in City Code § 72-23.1(D)2 and are based on the United States
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The subject application does or does not meet the criteria
as follows:

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

(1) Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a property by
requiring minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and its environment, or by
using a property for its originally intended purposes.

(2) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historical material
or distinctive architectural features should be avoided when possible.

(3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development or that have no historical
basis shall be discouraged.

(4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance
in their own right should be retained and preserved. Restoration of original features may
be permitted when substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.

(5) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which characterize a
building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.

(6) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, wherever
possible. If replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being
replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Where severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features should be substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.
Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_ FY22-0048

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

(7) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Sandblasting and other chemical or physical cleaning methods that cause damage to
historic building materials shall not be undertaken.

(8) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources
affected by or adjacent to any project.

(9) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale,
color, material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.

(10) New additions, alterations, and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken
in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

Applicable Sign Guidelines from Chapter 6 Section A of the Historic District Design Guidelines:
Designs for signage in the Historic District should reflect the pedestrian scale of its historic resources. Signs should
be modest in size and addressed to pedestrians and slower vehicular traffic. Sign size regulations are imposed by the
Unified Development Ordinance (see City Code 72-59), and cannot be modified by the ARB. To maximize
effectiveness, every sign should be an integral, but noticeable, part of its building. In accordance with the need for
free speech, the content of signs is not regulated, but consideration is given to placement, materials, lighting, and
installation methods.

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

1.

Signs must be designed to fit the architecture of the building and must not obstruct
important architectural elements or details.

2.

The number of signs should be compatible with the building and should not cause visual
clutter.

3.

The size of each sign and the total area of signs should match the character of the building
and of the Historic District. Exact sign allowance must be verified with the Planning
Office.

4.

Signs should be located in traditional sign placement areas (cornice, sign-bands, transoms,
display windows, etc.).

5.

Signs should be constructed of traditional materials including wood, metal, glass, raised
individual letters, and painted letters on wood or glass. Newer materials such as high
density urethane, composites, or other synthetic materials may be appropriate for use as
well.

6.

Signs must be professionally designed and executed.

7.

Projecting signs must be mounted to provide at least eight feet of clearance between the
sidewalk and the bottom of the sign, and can project no more than 42 inches from the face
of the building.
Signs must be attached through the mortar joints of masonry buildings and not through the
face of the brick or stone.

8.

Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_ FY22-0048

S

D

NA

S – satisfies
9.

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

Signs should be lit using exterior lights directed on to the face of the sign, rather than
illuminated internally. Internal illumination may be considered on a case-by-case basis
where lighting is directed only through lettering and graphics rather than through the sign’s
background.

10. Animation, flashing or moving lights, and electronic variable message signs are not
permitted.
11. When using LED lights, it is recommended that applicants achieve a warm white tone,
generally 2500-3500K color temperature.

Applicable Mural Guidelines from Chapter 6 Section B of the Historic District Design Guidelines:
While in many ways similar to signs painted on walls, murals should be treated differently. Murals are artistic in
nature, and should not contain information advertising goods or services provided by a business, whether located
within the building on which the mural appears or elsewhere. As such, and with respect to the First Amendment, the
guidelines seek only to guide the media use, their execution, and the means of attachment to the building.
Applications are strongly encouraged to consider designs unique to Fredericksburg. Murals places on existing painted
surfaces do not require ARB review.

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

1.

Murals must be painted on previously-painted surfaces or on removable material
attached to the wall and should not result in irreparable damage to historic materials.

2.

Murals painted on removable material should be installed on framing that allows water
to weep between the material and the wall.

3.

Murals should not obscure or distort the historic features of a building.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION INCLUDED:
Photographs of existing conditions
Context photographs

✔ General site plan and/or site survey
✔

Product/material specifications for proposed replacement/repair
Elevation drawings
Architectural or design detail drawings
Other
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COA #_ FY22-0049

City of Fredericksburg Architectural Review Board
Record of Administrative Review – Signs/Murals
DATE OF APPLICATION:
ADDRESS OF PROJECT:
APPLICANT NAME:
Property Owner

March 25, 2022

GPIN #:

7789-14-8357

FEE PAID ✔

710 Caroline Street

Gina Stevens
✔ Business Owner

Architect/Contractor

Other

PROJECT TYPE:
✔ Sign(s)

Mural(s)

Correction ordered by the Building Code Official

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Complete supporting documentation received?

✔

YES

NO

The applicant proposes to retain building-mounted signs that were installed without a sign permit.
The signs are composed of dimensional painted wood letters. Ten-inch tall letters are centered
above the entry door on the wood storefront entablature. Six-inch tall lettering is located to either
side in the entablature area. The signs account for 6.5 square feet, which is within the allowance
of 39 square feet for this building. The material and design is appropriate for use and the signs
should be approved as submitted.

RECOMMENDED ARB ACTION:

Approval of the certificate of appropriateness for the request as submitted.

April 11, 2022
ARB Meeting Date _____________________

Kate S. Schwartz

Zoning Administrator/Historic Resources Planner

04/06/2022
Date

Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman

COA #_ FY22-0049
PROPERTY INFORMATION:
Construction Date: c.1835

Architectural Style: Federal

Character-Defining Features: Flemish bond brick construction; 9/9 and 6/6 double-hung wood sash

windows; stone sills; slate-clad side-gabled roof; Colonial Revival storefront
Contributing to National Register Historic District? Yes
Previous Alterations/ARB Approvals: Storefront alterations in 1976; fence in 2002; signs in 2006

and 2015
Additional Notes:

APPROVAL CRITERIA
Criteria for evaluating proposed changes are found in City Code § 72-23.1(D)2 and are based on the United States
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The subject application does or does not meet the criteria
as follows:

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

(1) Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a property by
requiring minimal alteration of the building, structure, or site and its environment, or by
using a property for its originally intended purposes.

(2) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure, or site and its
environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or alteration of any historical material
or distinctive architectural features should be avoided when possible.

(3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development or that have no historical
basis shall be discouraged.

(4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance
in their own right should be retained and preserved. Restoration of original features may
be permitted when substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.

(5) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which characterize a
building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.

(6) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced, wherever
possible. If replacement is necessary, the new material should match the material being
replaced in composition, design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Where severity
of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match
the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features should be substantiated by documentary, physical, or
pictorial evidence.
Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman
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S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

(7) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Sandblasting and other chemical or physical cleaning methods that cause damage to
historic building materials shall not be undertaken.

(8) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve archaeological resources
affected by or adjacent to any project.

(9) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties shall not be
discouraged when such alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical,
architectural, or cultural material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale,
color, material, and character of the property, neighborhood, or environment.

(10) New additions, alterations, and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken
in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

Applicable Sign Guidelines from Chapter 6 Section A of the Historic District Design Guidelines:
Designs for signage in the Historic District should reflect the pedestrian scale of its historic resources. Signs should
be modest in size and addressed to pedestrians and slower vehicular traffic. Sign size regulations are imposed by the
Unified Development Ordinance (see City Code 72-59), and cannot be modified by the ARB. To maximize
effectiveness, every sign should be an integral, but noticeable, part of its building. In accordance with the need for
free speech, the content of signs is not regulated, but consideration is given to placement, materials, lighting, and
installation methods.

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

1.

Signs must be designed to fit the architecture of the building and must not obstruct
important architectural elements or details.

2.

The number of signs should be compatible with the building and should not cause visual
clutter.

3.

The size of each sign and the total area of signs should match the character of the building
and of the Historic District. Exact sign allowance must be verified with the Planning
Office.

4.

Signs should be located in traditional sign placement areas (cornice, sign-bands, transoms,
display windows, etc.).

5.

Signs should be constructed of traditional materials including wood, metal, glass, raised
individual letters, and painted letters on wood or glass. Newer materials such as high
density urethane, composites, or other synthetic materials may be appropriate for use as
well.

6.

Signs must be professionally designed and executed.

7.

Projecting signs must be mounted to provide at least eight feet of clearance between the
sidewalk and the bottom of the sign, and can project no more than 42 inches from the face
of the building.
Signs must be attached through the mortar joints of masonry buildings and not through the
face of the brick or stone.

8.

Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman
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S

D

NA

S – satisfies
9.

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

Signs should be lit using exterior lights directed on to the face of the sign, rather than
illuminated internally. Internal illumination may be considered on a case-by-case basis
where lighting is directed only through lettering and graphics rather than through the sign’s
background.

10. Animation, flashing or moving lights, and electronic variable message signs are not
permitted.
11. When using LED lights, it is recommended that applicants achieve a warm white tone,
generally 2500-3500K color temperature.

Applicable Mural Guidelines from Chapter 6 Section B of the Historic District Design Guidelines:
While in many ways similar to signs painted on walls, murals should be treated differently. Murals are artistic in
nature, and should not contain information advertising goods or services provided by a business, whether located
within the building on which the mural appears or elsewhere. As such, and with respect to the First Amendment, the
guidelines seek only to guide the media use, their execution, and the means of attachment to the building.
Applications are strongly encouraged to consider designs unique to Fredericksburg. Murals places on existing painted
surfaces do not require ARB review.

S

D

NA

S – satisfies

D – does not satisfy

NA – not applicable

1.

Murals must be painted on previously-painted surfaces or on removable material
attached to the wall and should not result in irreparable damage to historic materials.

2.

Murals painted on removable material should be installed on framing that allows water
to weep between the material and the wall.

3.

Murals should not obscure or distort the historic features of a building.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION INCLUDED:
✔ Photographs of existing conditions

Context photographs

✔ General site plan and/or site survey
Product/material specifications for proposed replacement/repair
Elevation drawings
Architectural or design detail drawings
Other

Form updated 08/13/2021 by Zoning Administrator J. Newman
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COA FY22-0046

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
Kate Schwartz, Historic Resources Planner
April 6, 2022 (for the April 11, 2022 meeting)
Certificate of Appropriateness for demolition and accessory
structure construction at 1107 Princess Anne Street

ISSUE
Loretta and Brian McDermott request to demolish the accessory structure on the north side of this
single-family residence and construct a new two-story accessory structure on the same footprint.
RECOMMENDATION
Open the public hearing on the proposal but continue the discussion to the May 9, 2022 meeting to
allow the ARB time to review the structural engineer’s report.
APPLICABLE HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGN STANDARDS & GUIDELINES
5. C. Outbuildings
1. Retain and repair historic outbuildings.
City Code §72-23.1(D)(3)
a) No historic landmark, building or structure within the HFD shall be razed, demolished, or moved
until the razing, demolition or moving thereof is approved by the ARB. In determining the
appropriateness of any application for the razing, demolition, or moving of a building or structure,
the ARB shall consider the following criteria:
(1) The architectural significance of the building or structure.
(2) The historical significance of the building or structure.
(3) Whether a building or structure is linked, historically or architecturally, to other buildings or
structures, so that their concentration or continuity possesses greater significance than the
particular building or structure individually.
(4) The significance of the building or structure or its proposed replacement in furthering the
Comprehensive Plan's goals.
(5) The condition and structural integrity of the building or structure, as indicated by
documentation prepared by a qualified professional or licensed contractor, or other
information, provided to the board for examination. The City Manager may obtain an
assessment from a qualified professional or licensed contractor to assist the ARB or City
Council in rendering a decision.
(6) Effect on surrounding properties.
(7) Inordinate hardship. This inquiry is concerned primarily with the relationship between the
cost of repairing a building or structure and its reasonable value after repair. An inordinate
hardship is an instance when preservation will deprive the owner of reasonable economic
use of the property. Any hardship created by action of the applicant - including any
condition resulting from the applicant's own neglect of the building or structure — shall not
be considered in support of any application. To establish inordinate hardship under this
1
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section the applicant must submit evidence that rehabilitation of the building or structure is
impractical, that the building or structure is inappropriate for the proposed use desired by
the owner, and that the applicant cannot make reasonable economic use of the property.
Such evidence may include proof of consideration of plans for adaptive reuse, and attempts
to sell, rent or lease the property.
DISCUSSION
The primary residence on this property is known as the Charles Dick House and its original portions were
constructed between 1744 and 1750. Originally a single-story dwelling oriented to face the
Rappahannock River, the wood-framed, weatherboard-clad dwelling has evolved through the
construction of a stone kitchen by 1802, the addition of a second-story by 1808, and reorientation to
Princess Anne Street and construction of the portico by 1919. A large rear addition was constructed in
1987 and was replaced by new rear and side additions in 2018.
The building facing Lewis Street on the north side of the property was constructed as an accessory
structure between 1910 and 1912 after J.W. Masters purchased the property. Two-and-one-half stories
in height and topped by a front-gabled roof, the wood-framed structure is clad in weatherboard. A
garage (formerly accessed from the driveway on Princess Anne Street) occupies the first floor with
residential space above. Gabled dormers above the east and west sides are clad in diamond fish-scale
shingles. Wood, double-hung sash windows with six-over-one and six-over-six configurations are typical.
The structure is considered a contributing resource to the property.
The applicant proposes to demolish the accessory structure and construct a new one-and-one-half-story
structure on the same footprint. The subject property sits approximately 10 feet above the adjacent
property that faces onto Caroline Street. A section of the retaining wall located behind the primary
residence failed in 2019 and a new retaining wall was constructed to support the hillside. The property
owner has determined that the wall below this accessory structure is also in poor condition and in need
of replacement. Construction of a new retaining wall in the same style as the wall constructed in 2020 is
a part of this application; however, details of the wall have not been provided at this time. Assessment
of the application using the criteria for demolition follows:
1. Architectural Significance
The building was constructed within the period of significance for the district and retains a
number of features original to its c.1910 construction date, including the siding, roof shape,
windows, and decorative shingles. The City’s 2006 architectural survey recommends the
structure as contributing to the architectural integrity of the district.
2. Historical Significance
The building is associated with the c.1744 Charles Dick House and was constructed during the
period when owner J.W. Masters undertook significant renovations to the property, including
reorienting the building with the construction of a two-story portico on the Princess Anne Street
2
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side. The 1921 city directory shows that two Black servants were employed by the family and
this structure may have served as their residence. Additionally, the structure’s use as a garage
associates it with Fredericksburg’s early automotive history.
3. Linkage to Other Buildings and Structures
The 2006 survey notes that the building is not individually eligible for the National Register, but
it retains integrity of location, setting, design, feeling, association, workmanship, and materials
and contributes to the architectural integrity of the district. Historic accessory structures such as
this one are important in interpreting the overall use and function of historic sites.
4. Comprehensive Plan
Policies throughout Chapter 8: Historic Preservation in the Comprehensive Plan support the
adaptive reuse of historic structures and discourage demolition wherever possible. Goal 3,
policy 1 states that, “requirements that ensure consistency with the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Properties and integrity of the Historic District should
have primacy. Goal 3, policy 2 states, “ensure development regulations citywide promote the
preservation and reuse of historic resources.” Additionally, Goal 4, policy 4 encourages the ARB
to “balance the evaluation of cultural significance with building integrity when evaluating
alterations to buildings in the Historic District” and “avoid undervaluing buildings associated
with underrepresented communities due to modest design or limited physical integrity.”
5. Condition and Structural Integrity
The applicant has submitted a report from a geo-technical engineer. While the focus of this
assessment was the retaining wall and the hillside, the report does highlight evidence of
structural issues within the building including a wall out of plumb, gapping at the concrete floor,
and a crack in the foundation wall. These issues are cause for concern and are directly related to
progressive failure in the retaining wall below the structure on the east side. Based on the
history of the wall along this property, there is the risk of catastrophic failure, which would likely
impact the building due to its location less than two feet from the edge.
The project architect has stated that during construction of the addition on the primary
residence, screw pilings were installed to 20 feet below grade to support the new construction.
This methodology adequately supported the new addition when the retaining wall failed in
2019. The applicant is concerned that subsurface movement is an issue for the accessory
structure and that demolishing the building would allow for a soil study and the design of a new
foundation system to support the new structure as shown in the submitted drawings.
The City has hired a structural engineer to assess the building and the feasibility of safely
rehabilitating the building. The engineer’s report is expected to identify the potential scope of
work that would be required. A site visit was conducted on April 5 with David Bronston of RockRiver Engineering, Building Official John Schaffer, Building Inspector Ronnie Crop, Kate Schwartz,

3
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project architect Charles Aquino, and contractor Dallas Barnes. At this time, the City is awaiting
the engineer’s report.
6. Effect on Surrounding Properties
Though this building is an accessory structure, it is one of only two buildings oriented to Lewis
Street in this block. Removal of the building would impact the overall historic character and
feeling of this portion of the district.
7. Inordinate Hardship
The applicant has not made a case for inordinate hardship.
Demolition is only permitted as a last resort for historic structures and at this time, not enough
information has been provided to determine if this is an appropriate step to take for this accessory
structure. Once the structural engineer’s report is received, the ARB should evaluate the information
provided to determine if the demolition request meets the criteria in the City Code. The Board should
open the public hearing on this application, but continue the discussion to the next regular meeting of
the ARB to allow time to review all the available information.
APPROVAL CRITERIA
Criteria for evaluating proposed changes are found in City Code § 72-23.1(D)2 and are based on the
United States Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
S
D
NA S – satisfies D – does not satisfy NA – not applicable
(1) Every reasonable effort shall be made to provide a compatible use for a
property by requiring minimal alteration of the building, structure, or
X
site and its environment, or by using a property for its originally intended
purposes.
(2) The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure,
or site and its environment shall not be destroyed. The removal or
X
alteration of any historical material or distinctive architectural features
should be avoided when possible.
(3) All buildings, structures, and sites shall be recognized as products of their
X
own time. Alterations that have no basis and which seek to create an
earlier appearance shall be discouraged.
(4) Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence
of the history and development of a building, structure, or site and its
X
environment. These changes may have acquired significance in their own
right, and this significance shall be recognized and respected.
(5) Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which
X
characterize a building, structure, or site shall be treated with sensitivity.
(6) Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than
X
replaced, wherever possible. If replacement is necessary, the new
material should match the material being replaced in composition,
4
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X
X

X

X

design, color, texture, and other visual qualities. Replacement of missing
architectural features should be based on historic, physical, or pictorial
evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of
different architectural elements from other buildings or structures.
(7) The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest
means possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will
damage the historic building materials shall not be undertaken.
(8) Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve
archaeological resources affected by or adjacent to any project.
(9) Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties
shall not be discouraged when such alterations and additions do not
destroy significant historical, architectural, or cultural material, and such
design is compatible with the size, scale, color, material, and character of
the property, neighborhood, or environment.
(10)Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to structures shall be
done in such a manner that, if such additions or alterations were to be
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the structure
would be unimpaired.

Attachments:
1. Aerial photograph and view from Lewis Street
2. Photographs of existing conditions
3. 1912 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map
4. Report from Dominion Engineering Associates, Inc.
5. Plans and elevations for new accessory structure
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AERIAL

VIEW LOOKING SOUTH
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Existing Conditions
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Existing Conditions
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View from Lewis Street

1912 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map
The roof shape appears to have been altered; however, the size, location, and construction details of
this building are consistent with a c.1910 construction date.
9

Febi-uaryl2,

Dr. McDermott
1107 Princess
Fredericksburg,

Anne Street
Virginia
22401

Report for Observations

Re:

2021

at Garage/Apartment
City of Fredericksburg,
Virginia
(DEA Project No. 7798)

on Lewis

Street - Existing

Structure

Dr. McDermott:

Dominion Engineering Associates, Inc. (DEA) is pleased to present this letter report which
summarizes orir observations and provides our professional engineering opinion regarding the
structure. The stnicture is located in the City of Fredericksburg, Virginia, along Lewis Street
between

Caroline

Background

Street

and Princess

Anne

Street.

Information

The above "Existing Structure" is situated directly behind an existing rock/mortar gravity wall
that has fallen into a state of failure and disrepair over the years. This same gravity wall had a
major failure in early December 2019 at the opposite end of the wall and we were contacted by
the Chief Building Official, John Schaffer, to provide a design for emergency repair of the wall.
The failure consisted of a large section of rocks becoming dislodged from the wall, resulting in
damage to two vehicles parked below the wall, one of which was crushed and destroyed (totaled
by the insurance carrier).
A new gravity wall was designed and constructed and now buttresses the existing rock/mortar
wall, providing support along about 80% of the length of the rock/mortar wall. At the time of the
new gravity wall constniction, the remaining portion of the wall that supports the "Existing
Structure" referenced in this report was not included in the new wall construction because of
limited working access to tis section of the wall from the adjacent property.
Observations

The undersigned engineer visited the above referenced structure on Friday, February 5, 2021.
We were allowed access to the interior and exterior of the structure. Inside the structure, we
observed a gap in the concrete floor, measuring about I inch (see attached photos). Based on
previous observations and information provided, we understand that this gap was measured to be
about !/2 to % inch wide approximately a year ago, indicating the structure and/or slab is moving
toward

the existing

rock/mortar

gravity

wall.

The structure is wood framed and in the center of the structure, there are lally columris
(adjustable) supporting a wood beam. This wood beam provides center support of the floor joists
for the second floor.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD
Kate Schwartz, Historic Resources Planner
April 6, 2022 (for the April 11, 2022 meeting)
Certificate of Appropriateness for new construction at
1005 Sophia Street

ISSUE
James E. Jarrell IV requests approval of the detailed architectural design of a new three-story
commercial building on this property. Demolition of the existing building and the site planning, scale,
and massing of the new construction was approved by the ARB in February 2020.
RECOMMENDATION
Open the public hearing on this application but continue the review to the May 9, 2022 meeting to allow
the applicant to consider suggested revisions:
• Simplify the roof structure by eliminating the cupola and reducing the number of steps in
the parapet.
• Adjust window spacing and/or reduce the number of windows on the rear portion.
• Simplify the detailing of the windows on the rear mass to create a clear hierarchy between
portions of the structure.
• Consider alternate detailing for the dormers including panel siding rather than lapped, wide
mullions to join windows together, or the use of ribbon windows or similar.
• Provide detailed specifications for lighting fixtures.
APPLICABLE HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGN STANDARDS & GUIDELINES
9.D. Roof Form & Materials
1. Roofs of new buildings should relate to those of neighboring buildings in type, materials, and
complexity.
9.E. Door and Window Types & Patterns
1. The size, proportion, and spacing patterns of door and window openings in new construction
should follow patterns established by historic buildings in the district. Windows on most
commercial and residential properties throughout the district have a vertical orientation. Wide,
horizontal, so-called “picture windows” on new construction are not appropriate, except in the
context of large storefront windows.
2. The architectural appearance of original windows on existing historic buildings should be used
as models for new windows. Sash, depth or reveal, muntin configuration, frame, and glazing
profile should all reflect traditional window details. New glass should be clear without reflective
coatings.
3. The size, proportion, and spacing patterns of doors and window openings on freestanding, new
construction should be compatible with patterns established within the district.
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9.H. Foundations
2. Foundation materials should be selected that are compatible with historic materials and
consistent with properties within the district. If the foundation is parged, the parge coat must be
opaque, and the coursing beneath must not be visible through the parge coat.
3. Heights should be kept to a level that will enhance, not detract from, the pedestrian experience.
Particular attention should be paid to the height of foundations to create an appropriately
scaled appearance that relates to neighboring structures and is consistent with neighboring
properties.
9.I. Materials & Textures
1. Materials used in new construction should be visually compatible with original materials used
throughout the surrounding neighborhood.
3. Other synthetic siding materials with a smooth, non-textured finish and paintable surface may
be allowed on a case-by-case basis considering visibility, location, and coordination with other
materials.
4. Simplicity is encouraged where a variety of materials are proposed. Most historic buildings use a
limited number of materials; this characteristic should be repeated by new buildings.
5. Materials should not be combined in ways that are overly complicated and not seen in
neighboring historic buildings, and should not be deployed in such a way that makes it obvious
that the materials used (such as brick and stone) are merely veneers.
9.J. Architectural Details & Decorative Features
1. Architectural features, such as porches, entrances, storefronts, and other decorative elements,
should be used to reinforce the human scale of the district.
2. New buildings should employ architectural details to add visual interest to facades, but should
avoid combining disparate elements from a variety of architectural styles. Contemporary
interpretations and details should be considered to help distinguish new construction from
historic structures.
9.K. Lighting
1. For new construction, lighting should be minimal and unobtrusive, utilizing simple contemporary
design. Its scale should relate to human scale and not be oversized. Historical reproduction
lighting on new construction is strongly discouraged.
2. The locations of lighting fixtures should be incorporated into the overall architectural design and
be reflective of historical patterns.
DISCUSSION
The applicant proposes to construct a new two-and-one-half story masonry building on the east side of
Sophia Street, adjacent to the Rappahannock River and the Chatham Bridge. The commercial building is
constructed above one story of parking set into the grade as the site slopes approximately 30 feet from
Sophia Street down to the river. A modest, one-story, concrete block commercial building with
parapeted shed roof was constructed on this site between 1919 and 1927. Alterations to all aspects of
the building occurred through the 20th century, including replacement or relocation of all windows and
doors and parging of the concrete block, and a second story was added to the building in 2007. Though
some concrete block from the original building may still be present on the site, the original building has
2
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been functionally demolished and no integrity remains. The existing commercial building does not
contribute to the historic significance of the Historic District.
In February 2020, the ARB approved the demolition of the existing building as well as the site planning,
scale, and massing of the proposed new construction. The current design reflects one condition placed
on the approval: an overall reduction in height of four feet. Additionally, the previous design provided
for two levels of below-grade parking and one of these has been eliminated. The applicant is currently
requesting approval of all elements of the detailed architectural design of the building. These should be
evaluated using the criteria in City Code § 72-23.1(D)1, in particular criteria (4) – (10).
4. Roof: shape, pitch, overhang, dormers, skylights, chimneys
The building includes a two-story, flat-roofed mass facing onto Sophia Street. A two-story, frontgabled mass with a gabled roof above a full basement (used for parking) extends to the rear.
The front portion of the building is topped by a flat roof and surrounded by a decorative brick
parapet. The rear portion is topped by a front-gabled roof with shed-roofed dormers running
the length of both slopes. A cupola projects from the center of the roof. The cupola, dormers,
and gable roof are clad in standing seam metal. A stepped brick parapet topped by a metal cap
projects above the gable on both ends of the rear mass of the building.
The standing seam metal roofing should be field-crimped, but is appropriate for use. Stepped
parapets are seen on a number of the historic precedents provided by the applicant; however,
the relatively steep pitch of the gable roof results in a large number of steps. Combined with the
cupola, dormers, and decorative brick parapets at the front of the building, the roof appears
overly complex in comparison to a number of the historic precedents provided. Additionally,
steeples and cupolas are defining characteristics of several of Fredericksburg’s most significant
historic civic and institutional structures. The use of a cupola on a commercial structure and the
addition of this element to Fredericksburg’s historic skyline is not recommended.
5. Windows: type, shape and proportion, rhythm and balance, blinds/shutters
Four-over-four, double-hung sash windows made of aluminum-clad wood with cast stone sills
and segmental brick arched lintels are used across all elevations of the building. The windows
are symmetrically placed and aligned at the first and second stories. The same window type
spans the dormers and are topped by two-light transoms. The size and proportion of the
windows is compatible with historic precedents.
The spacing of the windows on the rear portion of the building is much more compact than on
the front portion, a condition which makes some of the decorative features appear crowded. It
is recommended that the windows be used to define a clearer hierarchy in the building
organization. This could potentially be accomplished by reducing the number of windows on the
rear portion of the building and adjusting the spacing, and by simplifying the detailing of the
windows on the rear portion. At the dormer level, the applicant should consider joining the
windows with wide mullions rather than using lapped siding in the narrow gaps, or using an
alternative window type, such as ribbon steel windows.

3
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6. Doorways: placement and orientation, type
Two double-leaf entry doors are located on the façade on Sophia Street, one at the center and
one in the left bay. Both are aluminum-clad wood doors with a single panel in the lower half and
glazing in the top. Four light transoms and segmental arched brick lintels top the doors. A single
paneled steel security door is located at the lower parking lot level. The door styles and
locations are appropriate for the building and site.
7. Storefronts: materials, architectural details
The building design does not include a retail storefront.
8. Exterior architectural elements: entrances, porches and steps, cornices
A molded cornice and architrave tops the façade at the front of the building and engaged brick
pilasters with cast stone capitals and bases surround the central entry. A smooth-faced stone
water table lines the base of the front portion of the building. On the rear portion of the
building, rock-faced stone clads the lower parking lot level. A full-width, three-story porch with
square columns and metal railings spans the rear elevation overlooking the river. The porches
are minimally visible from the right-of-way. The views from the river and the Chatham Bridge
are not within the Board’s purview, though the National Park Service has been invited to
comment on any impact on views from Chatham and battlefield lines of sight. The protection of
battlefield lines of sight is additionally called out in the City’s Comprehensive Plan (chapter 8,
page 10).
9. Materials: wall surfaces, foundation, roof
As described, materials include a mix of brick, cast stone, smooth and rock-faced manufactured
stone, fiber cement siding and trim, standing-seam metal roofing, and aluminum-clad wood
windows and doors. These materials are appropriate for use in the district.
10. Miscellaneous details: trim, gutters and leaders, louvers/vents, lighting, public utilities
Pre-finished aluminum gutters and downspouts are shown along the eaves at the side of the
building and steel grating is shown in the openings at the lower parking lot level. This lowest
level will be minimally visible from the public right-of-way. Light fixtures are shown along the
front and sides of the building between the first and second floors. The style appears to be
appropriate; however, specifications will need to be provided to verify the intensity and color
temperature. Mechanical equipment will be located on the roof at the front of the building and
appears to be fully screened by the parapet.
In general, the design draws successfully on a number of historic precedents and uses materials and
details that are compatible with the surrounding context. However, the compatibility of the complex
design could be improved by simplifying some of the details and creating a clearer hierarchy in the
design between the more formal front of the building facing onto Sophia Street and the industrialinspired rear portion of the building that extends to the Rappahannock River. It is recommended that
the applicant consider several suggested revisions:
• Simplify the roof structure by eliminating the cupola and reducing the number of steps in
the parapet.
• Adjust window spacing and/or reduce the number of windows on the rear portion.
4
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Simplify the detailing of the windows on the rear mass to create a clear hierarchy between
portions of the structure.
• Consider alternate detailing for the dormers including panel siding rather than lapped, wide
mullions to join windows together, or the use of ribbon windows or similar.
• Provide detailed specifications for lighting fixtures.
The Board should consider these concepts and either continue the hearing to May 9, 2022 or vote on
the proposal as submitted.
•

APPROVAL CRITERIA
Criteria for evaluating new construction are found in City Code § 72-23.1(D)1.
S
D
NA
S – satisfies D – does not satisfy NA – not applicable
No building or structure shall be erected or reconstructed within the HFD, unless approved by the ARB as
being architecturally compatible with the historic landmarks, buildings, structures and areas located
therein. The ARB shall, in making its decisions, consider the characteristics of a proposed building or
structure as they affect and relate to the district, including the following elements:
(1) Site planning: continuity of street edge, spacing between buildings,
fences and walls, parking
(2) Building scale: size, height, facade proportions

X
X

(3) Building massing: form, roof shape, orientation

X

(4) Roof: shape, pitch, overhang, dormers, skylights, chimneys

X

(5) Windows: type, shape and proportion, rhythm and balance,
blinds/shutters

X

(6) Doorways: placement and orientation, type

X
X
X

(7) Storefronts: materials, architectural details
(8) Exterior architectural elements: entrances, porches and steps, cornices
(9) Materials: wall surfaces, foundation, roof

X
X

(10)Miscellaneous details: trim, gutters and leaders, louvers/vents, lighting,
public utilities

Attachments:
1. Aerial photograph and view from Sophia Street
2. Street views
3. Design package submitted by applicant
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AERIAL

VIEW FACING EAST FROM SOPHIA STREET
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View looking southwest from neighboring parking lot

View looking northeast from Sophia Street
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View looking north from the intersection of William and Sophia Streets

View looking south from Sophia Street
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that fulfill your unique vision.

We’re for innovation.

Photo courtesy of Kenneth M. Wyner Photography, Inc.

We’re for people who want to take building to new
levels, with advancements in not only extraordinary
sizes and shapes, but also ground-breaking
products. We’re for creative thinking that redefines
what’s possible, constantly reimagining our
windows and doors to elevate style,
performance and functionality.
Field Brick

Manufactured Stone Masonry Unit
Rock Faced Random Bond

Manufactured Stone Masonry Unit
Smooth Face Running Bond

Cast Stone
Rock Faced Random Bond

Let us bring
your vision
to life.

Aluminum Clad Wood Windows
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